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Boolean lattices can be considered as groups with the composition
Zx (symmetric difference: a/b-(abO(ab)) and .he unit 0. We
$rea.ed in 1] (or [1],) he class of those which can be coidered
intrinsically as topological oups. The main results abou Boolean
lat$ices in 1 are:
(A) In a complete Boolean la$ice B, if there exists a separated
topology which is compatible wih $he (algebraic) lattice s$ruc$ure and
weaker $han ord-$opology, and has a neighborhood-basis of ordclosed ord-convex ss, $hen i$ is de$ermined uniquely and B is a
$opological group wi$h i$.

(B) In $he above condition, B has sucien$ly many continuous
charac$s if and only if B is a$omic, i.e. isomorphic o $he Boolean
la$$ice of all $he subsets of a se$.
For a -complete Boolean laice B and a counably additive
measure on it, the quoien lattice of B by the sublatice {x;(z)-0}
is complete and
defines a topology as above. This is called he
complete Boolean la$$ice (wi$h $he intrinsic $opology) associated o (B
and)
In Shis paper, we shll consider the unitary representation of
these groups.
1. Measures and positive-definite functions.
Proposition 1. Le$ B be a Boolean la$$ice and
be a positive
function on i$, and suppose (0)=0. Then is a nitely additive)
measure if and only if, for every a B. f(x)-(a)-2(x) is positivedefinit on $he subgroup [ O, a {x; 0 x a }.
In fac, for a measure
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Conversely, if f is positive-definite, for x y- 0 and x y= a,
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This Proposition can be generalized o the relation between
operator-valued measures and positive-definite operator-valued functions
in Hilbert spaces.
As a special case of positive-definite operator-valued functions,
if V(x) is a unitary representation of B such $ha$ V(1)--1 and
V(x) V(y) for x y, P(x)- 1- V(x) is a projection measure. In
2
4(V(x) /
fact, for x y- 0 and x y- a, (V(x) / V(y)- V(a)- 1)
2, and hence V(x) / V(y)
V(y) V(a)- 1) and V(x) / Y(y)- V(a)- 1
-V(a)/ 1. But, in general, even if f is a positive-definite scalarvalued function on a finite Boolean lattice such that f(1)--- 1, f(0)--1
and f(x)f(y) for x y, 1-f(x) is not a measure.
2
M, A. Naimark proved that:
(I) Every continuous positive-definite opera,or-valued function on
a commutative locally compac$ group can be ex$ended o a continuous
unitary representation in an exended Hilber$ space 5].
(II) Every countable additive opera,or-valued measure on a
complete Boolean la$$ice can be ex$ended o a countable additive projection-measure in an ex$ended Hilbvr$ space
Recently, B. Sz.-Nagy in 7] generalized (I) by Gelfand.-Raikov’s
method (cf. 2), as follows:
(I’) Every (continuous) positive-definite opera,or-valued function
on a ($opological) group can be ex$ended o a (continuous) unitary
representation in an ex$ended Hilber$ space.
Further he led (II) in the case of Radon measures on commutative
locally compact groups by use of Bochner-Stone’s theorem.
Applying Proposition 1 to (I’) and noticing the fact that in the
extension (I’) the order-monotonity is preserved (as we can check easily
by use of the formal integral), we have:
(II’) Every opera,or-valued measure on a Boolean la$$ice can be
ex$ended o a projection measure in an ex$ended Hilber$ space.
Furthermore, considering he associated complete Boolean lattice,
we can obtain (II), since the countable additivity means the continuity
with the intrinsic topology and in the extension (I’) the continuity
is preserved.
The complete Boolean lattice associated to the Lebesgue measure
on he reals has no non-trivial continuous characer by virtue of (B),
but its measure gives a non-trivial continuous unitary representation
by virtue of (I’) and Proposition 1. This provides an example that
$he reduction heory is not available.
2. A$omici$y and compci$y. Applying (B) to the theory of
operator rings, we have immediately:

.
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An operator ring is isomorphic to a product of
type
and
I
factors of
of finite class if and only if every commutative
sublattice of its projection lattice has suiicien$ly many continuous
(with the strong topology of operators) characters.
P- 12P is a topological isomorphism of the commutative projection laice into he unitary group, and hence in he Proposition
we can change Che words "every commutative subla$tice of its projection lattice" to "every commutative subgroup of its unitary group
whose elements are order 2". A near result in he case ,o actors
was obtained by R. V. Kadison in 4.
In particular, if the unitary group of an operator ring is compact
(in his case our Proposition can be proved with a more elemenCary
meChod by use o measures as in 3), we have %he reduction of tha
ring. This suggests a close connection between the a$omici$y of compact Boolean lattices and the reduction of continuous ,unitary representations of compact groups or the spectral resolution of compact operators.
Proposition
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